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Kab Tak Chup Rahungi (1988) Sung By - Sushil Bhai. Sushil Bhai has sung and composed this beautiful song. This song has been sung by Sushil Bhai himself. Sushil Bhai has been singing since his birth. He is one of the most popular songs in India. The singer has released a total
of 99 Hindi films as an actor and a singer. Sushil Bhai is the longest serving actor in Indian Cinema. Kya karen mast? [mr gandhi] [enrai] [nagaland] "Kab Tak Chup Rahungi" (English: "What Happened in the Past is No Longer in the Past") is an Indian Hindi-language romantic
film, produced by Film Heritage and directed by K. Dada Murthy. It stars Raj Babbar, Rakhee and Sunil Dutt in lead roles, with music composed by Bappi Lahiri, written by Sudeshna Maan, and choreography by P L Sangeet and Nandkishore Lakra, while the lyrics were written by
Anjaan and Ravindra Badola. The musical was based on a story written by a noted romantic novelist Munshi Premchand, also appearing in the film as an anchor. It was a major hit at the box office. Kab Tak Chup Rahungi Kab Tak.. Chandkiran mari hoon kaise ko Tarne lagta hai.:
Music - Bappi Lahiri: Ingrid: English - Shalini: Kab Tak Chup Rahungi (1988) Hindi Movie Mp3 Song by Sudeshna Mani. 'Tum bechain itna ziada kiya' Kab Tak Chup Rahungi. The song became popular in all over India. The song is about the past and the past events. Why we
humans love songs and poetry? It gives us a brief insight into the deep relationship between human beings. Download Playlist with Play on Radio features. VBR BPM rate 320 kbps. Quality: VBR kbps / 44,1kHz / Stereo. It is the third film in a series by director Kamal Amrohi, being
the third and last in the series to be titled after the original 1960 film. The film has an historical drama base; it tells the tale of the 12th century invasion of the army of Mongol Empire through Sind (the name
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